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Kapitel 5: Fifth

Shinra-san and Gingerkid were twins. But they had nothing in common. Ginger rather
spends a afternoon alone, reading crime series, while Shinra enjoyed it with his friends
skateboarding. Despite of the difference, nobody except their parents could identify
them. Shinra could pretend to be his brother in order to avoid punishment from his
teachers. Tsukitsune, their neighbour couldn’t see the difference between them at
first. But as the time flows she easily knew who were Ginger and Shinra. And even
though Shinra was the one who pulled her hair, played some pranks on her, tsukitsune
still loved him.
Because she knew that he only wanted to irreplaceable and unique. It bothered Shinra
that there was one person who looked exactly like him, even though he loved his
brother very much. Evii, Shinra’s best friend was…wild. Who thought that wild girls
would be Ginger’s type? Ginger, who just silently read books and rarely spoke. The
twins celebrated their wedding on the same day, which was a unique day. Everybody
from the MV family gathered and celebrated the matrimony of Ginger and Shinra.

Heiwa was exposed to the sea at a very young age. Pineapple and Arctic visited the
sea whenever they had an opportunity. Both of their kids spend hours building sand
castles and searching for crabs. Even in Heiwa’s youth he was out at the beach, surfing
or diving. That’s why he decided to be a seaman, just like his great-great uncle,
Manongjulius. Manong was rarely present in the family meeting due to his duty. Heiwa
probably inherited his personality from his great-great uncle. So Heiwa, grew up,
never thinking of anything else besides the blue green sea. He didn’t expect to fall in
love with Gunslinger, a girl who suffered from aqua-phobia. Gunslinger lost all of her
memories of the past and her very first memory was of her drowning in the ocean.
Luckily Heiwa was watching the sea when he saw her. He quickly saved her and fell in
love. Through many years Gunslinger started getting back many of her memories and
remember she had a twin but she couldnt remember what he/she looked like.
Troubled Heiwa helped her and she quickly fell in love with her savior; and soon they
had a daughter which they named yuuri_chan.
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